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Double click on the yellow note to the left for instructions.(1)

OVERVIEW
(2)
FOREWORD
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BIRTH
MARRIAGE
CHILDREN
DESCENDANTS
APPENDIX

This infobase is a sub-infobase of the infobase titled:
ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF OUR FAMILY

(3)
It is also the master infobase about my great great grandmother (my mother's mother's
grandmother), Anna (Zimmer) Simmer [RN1070].
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There are also separate sub-infobases of this master infobase about my great grand
mother, titled:
ANNA (SIMMER) KREER

(4)
DESCENDANTS OF JOSEPH and ANNA KREER

(5)

FOREWORD
This infobase and its linked sub-infobases were initially prepared in 1995. The "Revision
date" on the "information" screen under "File", above, indicates when additions, revisions,
corrections etc. were last made.
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INTRODUCTION
To date, the only information I found about Anna (Zimmer) Simmer [RN1237] is that
reflected on her daughter's [Anna (Simmer) Kreer's [RN1070] death certificate and on the 1880
and 1900 U. S. Census pages for her daughter.

BIRTH
Anna (Zimmer) Simmer [RN1237] was born in Prussia, Germany, according to her
daughter's death certificate and on the 1880 and 1900 U. S. Census pages for her daughter.

MARRIAGE
Anna (Zimmer) Simmer [RN1237] was married to Peter Simmer [RN1236]. To date, the
only source for this information is from their daughter's death certificate.

CHILDREN
Although it is likely Anna (Zimmer) Simmer [RN1237] had more than one child(6), to date
the only one I know about is Anna (Simmer) Kreer [RN1070]. Information about her can be
found in the separate infobase titled:
ANNA (SIMMER) KREER

(7)
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Anna and Joseph Kreer ca 1873
Franklin, Eva and Henry

EMMIGRATION
Although I have found no information to date about Anna (Zimmer) Simmer's [RN1237]
emmigration from Germany to the United States, it assumed that she came in 1850 (the year
shown as the date of emmigration of her daughter, who was six years old at the time, on her
daughter's 1880 and 1900 U. S. Census pages.
Of course, it is also possible her daughter was brought to this country by another relative
and that Anna (Zimmer) Simmer [RN1237] never emmigrated.
However, see the additional information contained in the APPENDIX to the separate
infobase titled Peter Simmer.
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DESCENDANTS
The descendants of Anna (Zimmer) Simmer [RN1237] and Peter Simmer [RN1236] are
shown in a separate infobase titled:
DESCENDANTS OF PETER and ANNA (ZIMMER) SIMMER

(8)

APPENDIX
This Appendix contains links to information which may be related to Anna (Zimmer)
Simmer [RN1237] and other descendants she may have had. I have not researched this
information other to simply find it and record it here. Additional research would be needed to
determine if this information relates to Anna (Zimmer) Simmer [RN1237] and his descendants or
not.
Two photographs among those passed down in the family which I received from my
mother, Ruth Elizabeth Winifred (Roth Seibel) Dow [RN 8], are located in other infobases:
one photo, in the separate infobase titled Family Reunion and Family Group Pictures, presumably
taken in Manitowoc, Wisconsin, and another photo from the separate infobase titled Wiliam Wyatt
Wayne, obviously taken at the same time and place which has "Manitowoc Rapids Wisconsin,
August 2, 1925" marked on its back side, are possible indications that there were relatives living in
the area of Manitowoc Rapids or Manitowoc, Wisconsin in 1925.
There is no one left in my family to ask, but I have always wondered why my family
members drove and road the train clear across the country to go to a reunion in Manitowoc when
the only relatives known to me to live in the Midwest lived in Chicago at the time. Two possible
answers were: they went there to meet at some facility that one of the family members thought
would be a good gathering place, or they went there because that is where some of their relatives
(unknown to me) lived at the time.
Up until the time I found this linked information, the only family connection Manitowoc WI
that I or other living relatives knew about was the fact that Eva (Kreer) Hofmann's [RN1103] son,
Henry William Hofmann's [RN1124] wife Erna grew up there and they were married there (see
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the Appendix in the separate infobase titled Anna (Simmer) Kreer). The information linked here
leads me to believe now that this reunion was held in Manitowoc WI because some or many of the
descendants of the people shown below still lived in that area in 1925 when the reunion was held.
For this information about possible Zimmer ancestors, siblings and other descendants,
see the Appendix in the separate infobase titled Peter Simmer.

END OF INFOBASE
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Endnotes
1 (Note)
Other than infobase titles and initial headings, text highlighted in color usually represents a link
point to a related item that can be accessed by double-clicking the left mouse button anywhere in the
colored text area. Blue highlighting brings up a linked object (graphic) or scanned image of a document or
picture. Red highlighting brings up a jump link to another area of text in the infobase or to a specific point
in a related but different infobase. Violet highlighting brings up a pop-up box of explanatory material.
BOLD BLUE HIGHLIGHTING usually brings up another program or takes you to another infobase.
Click HERE for Quick Help and instructions on how to use this FOLIO VIEWS program that is
located in the Appendix of another infobase.
Use the icon with the word "Contents" in the tool bar at the top of the screen to access the
hyperlinked Table of Contents of this infobase.
2 (Note)
This "Contents Overview" is for use with .PDF file version only. If viewing the infobase (.NFO) version,
click on "CONTENTS" in the tool bar above for direct jump links to each topic.
3 (Note)
The name of this linked infobase is ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF OUR FAMILY. Its DOS file name is
HISTORY.NFO and it can be found on OUR FAMILY TREASURY-DVD 1 through 10.
4 (Note)
The name of this linked infobase is ANNA (SIMMER) KREER. Its DOS file name is ANNASIMM.NFO
and it can be found on OUR FAMILY TREASURY-DVD5.
5 (Note)
The name of this linked infobase is DESCENDANTS OF JOSEPH and ANNA KREER. Its DOS file name
is DESJAKRE.NFO and it can be found on OUR FAMILY TREASURY-DVD5.
6 (Popup)
However, see the additional information contained in the APPENDIX to the separate infobase titled Peter
Simmer.
7 (Note)
The name of this linked infobase is ANNA (SIMMER) KREER. Its DOS file name is ANNASIMM.NFO
and it can be found on OUR FAMILY TREASURY-DVD5.
8 (Note)
The name of this linked infobase is DESCENDANTS OF PETER and ANNA (ZIMMER) SIMMER. Its
DOS file name is DESPASIM.NFO and it can be found on OUR FAMILY TREASURY-DVD5.
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